The word “Molori” means “to dream” in seTswana and truly captures the
essence of the Molori Safari Lodge, arguably Africa’s most luxurious game Lodge.
This five-suite retreat, originally built as the owners’ family escape, was
constructed in 2002 in the heart of the 75,000-hectare malaria-free Madikwe
Game Reserve. In 2007 the owners decided to open the property to the
public, at which point the retreat received a complete makeover transforming it
into the intimate, local-chic Lodge it is today. Situated 400kms northwest of
Johannesburg in South Africa’s Northwest Province, the reserve borders Botswana.
The Lodge offers breathtaking views of an expansive valley as well as an
abundance of game.
Catering to the well-heeled, discerning traveler in search of absolute privacy,
relaxation and a genuine connection to their local surroundings. Guests who have
experienced much and expect the very best will find in Molori a retreat without the
pretense – one whose essence stems from extraordinary personalised service,
style and comfort.
Blending local elements and well placed ultra modern international design, the
Lodge’s warmth, charm and comfort reign supreme in the five meticulous open
air suites, thoughtfully distanced from each other to offer maximum privacy.
All of the suites boast spacious wooden decks, private infinity pools and floor
to ceiling glass walls which fully retract to let nature in.

I see the splendor of the African sunset….resting on the hills as the
distant call of the lion beckons nightfall in a place I have always
dreamt of….
Molori….the dream.

Molori offers game drives twice daily that aim to leave
guests with memories of much more than just the “big
five”. The 75,000 hectare reserve boasts several prides
of lion, large herds of elephant, black and white rhino,
countless buffalo and more than 340 bird species, as
well as the endangered cheetah, brown hyena and a
healthy population of wild dogs. Night drives showcase
an array of nocturnal wildlife, including leopard and
various smaller members of the cat family, and guided
safari walks give guests the exhilarating experience of
bush tracking.
For a more celestial experience, guests can take
advantage of Molori’s observatory. With a fully
retractable roof, the observatory is equipped with a
fully automatic digital telescope (one of the largest
privately owned telescopes in Southern Africa) to
explore the cosmos and the Southern Hemisphere’s
remarkable night sky.

Molori’s mouth-watering cuisine is under the direction of gourmet chefs inspired by both Eastern
and Western influences and most meals are discussed with guests prior to preparation. All meals
are created from the freshest local ingredients, selected from either the Lodge’s own organic
garden or from premium items flown in from Johannesburg, in accordance with personal
preferences. The finest South African wines and top-shelf liquors accompany all meals; fine
imported wines and special vintage whiskeys and cognacs are available at an incremental cost.
Molori Safari Lodge guests can choose to have their meals served in a wide variety of dining areas,
from brunch on the Star Deck overlooking the water hole (which frequently attracts elephants in
search of fresh water) to the al fresco dining area in the main Lodge, which boasts an authentic
pizza oven. Molori also offers guests the opportunity to experience a true South African braai, or
barbeque, in the Boma, or those seeking privacy and romance can always choose to dine on their
private deck. Aspiring chefs can learn how to prepare their favorite indigenous dishes on-site, from
selecting and preparing ingredients, to cooking and presenting a meal. Cooking classes can be
booked 24 hours in advance.

The Molori Spa & Fitness Center encompasses the natural
beauty of the surrounding African bush. Peaceful music,
contemporary décor and indigenous incense set the relaxation
stage for various massage and aromatherapy treatments.
All spa services are available in either the serene treatment
room, outdoors on daybeds, or for a truly unrivaled
experience, in the bush massage area. Alternatively, guests
can enjoy private spa treatments in their own suites.
The air-conditioned fitness center is well equipped with
state-of-the-art treadmill, bike and cross-trainer Techno Gym
Equipment, dumbbells and weight machines, as well as Pilates
and yoga equipment. A steam room and sauna overlook the
chiller pool and are the ideal complement to any workout or
treatment.

